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Recent Progress in Stochastic Processes- 
A Survey 
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Abstract-This paper surveys some of the literature on applications of 
stochastic processes published during the period 196&1972. This survey 
highlights recent developments in the application of martingale theory. 
Because this subject is relatively new to the engineering community, a 
tutorial exposition of some aspects of the martingale calculus is also 
included. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

TOCHASTIC processes cover such a large area of S diverse interests that a comprehensive and exhaustive 
survey is neither possible (at least for this author) nor even 
useful. In selecting the topics and the papers to be included 
in this survey, I have been guided by many considerations, 
of which the following three are of particular importance. 

1) This survey should be biased.in favor of the audience 
of this TRANSACTIONS with respect to both the topics and 
the specific papers. 

2) This survey should emphasize those topics that have 
enjoyed particularly dramatic advances in the recent period, 
at the expense of both more mature topics and embryonic 
ones. 

3) Although the survey is not restricted to American 
papers, the bias is heavily American. No systematic coverage 
of the foreign literature has been attempted. 
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Finally, this survey is intended to cover the period 1968- 
1972. Earlier papers referred to in the survey will be listed 
separately at the end of the References. 

In classifying the literature covered by this survey, I have 
found Slepian’s 1963 survey [44] very useful, even though 
some aspects of the earlier survey will not be included in 
this one. The titles of some of my categories have been 
borrowed directly from Slepian’s survey, and others repre- 
sent only m inor modifications. My first three categories are : 
1) descriptive features, 2) effects of operations and related 
topics, and 3) representations. Roughly speaking, these are 
classical categories which have been taken intact from the 
1963 survey. Recent results in these areas will be discussed 
in Section II. The “related topics” referred to in category 2) 
are principally zero crossings and expansion of bivariate 
distributions, both of which are closely related to problems 
in nonlinear operations. 

Category 4) covers likelihood ratios, martingales, and 
stochastic calculus. This has been a big growth area, in 
which pure and applied aspects of stochastic processes have 
interacted in a particularly fruitful way. The result has been 
the development of a dynamical theory of many important 
aspects of stochastic processes. 

Category 5) is point processes and processes with sample 
discontinuities. Interest in point processes and processes 
with jumps has always been great. However, until recently 
most applications have been outside of the interest of in- 
formation theorists. This is rapidly changing. First, point 
processes play an important role in a number of new areas 
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that are, or should be, of great interest to the information 
theory audience; e.g., photon channels and neural signal 
processing. Second, some techniques developed in connec- 
tion with communication-theoretic problems may well lead 
to new views of point processes and their applications. In 
particular, it appears that a  martingale approach will yield 
for processes with sample discontinuities the same kind of 
elegant results that have been obtained for sample-con- 
t inuous processes. 

Section III will be  devoted to an  intuitive (and non- 
r igorous) exposit ion of the calculus of cont inuous martin- 
gales, as well as a  survey of the literature of categories 4) 
and  5). In including extensive explicative material, I have 
perhaps departed from my role as the author of a  survey 
paper. The  length and the level of mathematical detail of 
Section III are also disproportionately great. However, I 
think this is an  opportune time  for a  tutorial exposit ion on  
martingales which is oriented toward an  engineering audi- 
ence. I hope that the usefulness of such an  exposit ion will 
justify the imbalance that it may have caused. 

F inally, random fields are stochastic processes with a  
mu ltidimensional time  parameter. From both the theoretical 
and  the appl ied points of view, this is an  area of growing 
importance. Unfortunately, results that are not straight- 
forward extensions of one-dimensional counterparts are 
hard to come by. Some of the most interesting ideas and 
concepts in stochastic processes, e.g., martingales and 
Markov processes, depend on  the well-ordered property of 
the time  parameter. How these concepts must be  mod ified 
to be  appl ied to random fields is a  promising and chal lenging 
area of research. A few papers have appeared already and 
will be  reviewed in Section IV. 

II. DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES, EFFECTS OF OPERATIONS, 
AND REPRESENTATIONS 

Papers under  the heading of “descriptive features” 
general ly deal with the derivation of some properties of an  
interesting class of processes. For example, the derivation 
of the covariance function of a  Gauss-Markov process was 
a  classic problem of this type. Blake and Thomas [I] 
studied a  class of processes called “spherically invariant 
processes.” These processes, first introduced by Vershik 
[146], have the interesting property that their least-mean- 
square estimators are linear estimators, thus general izing 
an  important property of Gaussian processes. Blake and 
Thomas showed that the characteristic function of a  
spherically invariant process (assumed to have zero mean)  
must have the form 

Eew (i iI %A) = 4 (j$ I U ju,(EXtJtJ) (2.1) 

and used it to prove a  number  of properties. Picinbono [2] 
showed that compound Gaussian processes (roughly speak- 
ing, processes which are conditionally Gaussian given their 
variances) formed a  subclass of spherically invariant pro- 
cesses. For compound Gaussian processes 4  has the simple 

characterization of being the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 
a  probability distribution on  [O,co). 

Jamison [3] studied “reciprocal processes,” which are 
symmetrized generalizations of Markov processes. A process 
is said to be  reciprocal if, given X,,,X,,, the inside {X,, 
t, < t c tz} and outside {X,, t > t2 or t < tI} are inde- 
pendent.  All Markov processes are reciprocal. The  only 
stationary Gaussian reciprocal processes which are not 
Markov turned out to be  sinusoids with a  Rayleigh am- 
plitude and an  independent uniformly distributed phase. It 
is interesting to note that Levy’s definition of Markovian 
random fields [137] reduces to that of reciprocal processes 
rather than that of Markov processes when the parameter 
is one  dimensional [c.f. 1151. 

“Unit processes” are two-valued (say, rt: 1) processes. 
W h ile every positive definite function is the covariance 
function of some process (in particular a  Gaussian process), 
not every positive definite function is the covariance function 
of a  unit process. Masry [4] has obtained a  characterization 
of covariance functions for unit processes with a  certain 
prescribed zero-crossing structure. 

“Linear processes” are processes of the form 

x, = 
s 

&A dz, (2.2) 
A 

where h  is a  deterministic function and 2  is a  process with 
stationary and independent increments. Pierre [5], [6] has 
studied a  number  of properties of l inear processes, including 
sample function behavior, quadratic variation, and  Kar- 
hunen-Lo&e representations. 

Power spectral distributions have been considered by 
several authors [7]-[12], especially in connect ion with 
Gaussian processes. 

Not surprisingly, the various aspects of Gaussian pro- 
cesses cont inued to occupy the attention of many workers. 
McGee [ 131, [ 141  has studied circularly complex Gaussian 
processes, which can be  viewed as pairs of jointly Gaussian 
real processes {X,, Y,, t E T} satisfying the condit ion 
EXtxt+, = EY,Y,+, and  EX,Y,+, = EYtXt+,. 

Two topics which arose out of nonl inear operat ions on  
stochastic processes have enjoyed a  remarkable amount  of 
interest through the years. One  is Price’s theorem [141], 
and  the other is the diagonal expansion of a  bivariate 
distribution, first considered by Barrett and  Lampard [127]. 
Besides being extremely useful, there is something extra- 
ordinarily satisfying about them. Price’s theorem can be  
stated as follows: Let X = (X1,X,; * -,X,) be  a  collection 
of jointly Gaussian random variables (say, with zero mean  
for simplicity). Let pjj = EXiXj. Then  for a  reasonable 
function f we have the remarkable result 

where 

J;:jCx) = 
&?;'a,, f(x)* 
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Roughly speaking, this result is true because it is true for 
the class of functions 

f(v) = exp (i C ukxt) k (2.4) 

and hence for any function which can be approximated by 
linear combinations of f(u,x), e.g., in a Fourier-Stieltjes 
integral, 

s 
f(v) dE(u). (2.5) 

R” 

This shows that Price’s theorem is true onZy for Gaussian 
random variables since if one takes f to be given by (2.4), 
then (2.3) results in a differential equation for the charac- 
teristic function which yields the Gaussian case as its unique 
solution. 

McGee [13] obtained a version of Price’s theorem for 
circularly complex Gaussian processes. If the vector X = 
(X1,X,,* * * ,X,) is allowed to be replaced by a continuum of 
random variables (i.e., a Gaussian process {X,, t E T)) in 
Price’s theorem, then the resulting formula which replaces 
(2.3) must necessarily be one of functional calculus. Gorman 
and Zaborszky [19] have obtained such a formula and 
developed its connection with both Novikoff’s formula in 
turbulence theory and Hermite-Wiener functionals. 

Some 16 years ago, Barrett and Lampard [127] observed 
that a number of important bivariate density functions 
admitted an expansion of the form 

P(X,Y) = PI(X)P c GPn(x)Qrt(~) (2.6) 
” 

where p1 and pz are the marginal densities and P,,Q, are 
polynomials of degree n orthonormalized relative to p1 and 
pz, respectively. The most familiar example of such an 
expansion is Mehler’s expansion for two-dimensional Gaus- 
sian densities. Because the summation in (2.6) has a single 
index II even though it is a function of two variables x and 
y, Barrett and Lampard called these “diagonal expansions.” 
Stochastic processes with two-dimensional densities which 
admit diagonal expansions have important properties, 
especially in connection with nonlinear operations. During 
the period of this survey, Blachman [20], Brown [21], 
Cambanis and Liu [22], and Haddad [23] have all made 
contributions to some aspects of this problem. Other results 
on the effects of operations on stochastic processes appear 
in [24]-[41]. Pawula and Tsai [34], for example, considered 
the classic problem of finding the distribution of the output 
of a hard lim iter/RC filter combination with an Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process as input. They made an interesting con- 
jecture about the output probability density function which 
was known to be correct for one value of the ratio between 
the two time constants (i.e., those of the input process and 
the RC filter). Even though this conjecture has since been 
disproved [149], [150], it appears to be a good approxima- 
tion over a wide range of values of the ratio of time 
constants. 

Like the problem of finding the distribution of nonlinear 
functionals, first-passage time and zero-crossing distribu- 
tions for stochastic processes are perennial problems. Every 

once in a while a special problem gets solved, but any general 
solution even for the Gaussian case is still nowhere in sight. 
References [42]-[48] pertain to some aspects of these prob- 
lems. Some years ago, the first-passage time problem for 
Gaussian processes with a triangular covariance function 
was partially solved by Slepian [143]. Shepp [46] has now 
completed the solution to this problem. Unfortunately, his 
solution involves multidimensional integrals which do not 
appear to yield closed-form expressions. 

Most representation problems covered in this survey can 
be viewed in one or both of the following two ways. 

A) Given a process {X,, t E T}, we want to find a simpler 
process {Y,, I E A} such that X and Y can be obtained from 
each other uniquely. “Simpler” can mean many things. For 
example, A may be a countable set, or Y may exhibit some 
orthoganality properties. 

B) Given a second-order process (say, with zero mean 
for simplicity) {X,, t E T}, we want to find a Hilbert space 
s and a family of vectors {V,, t E T} in 2 such that 

<v,,K> = Ex,X,, t,sET (2.7) 

where (e) denotes inner product in x and the overbar 
denotes complex conjugate. The following examples are 
familiar to all. 

1) Series Expansions: These are representations of type 
A) with a countable A and with X and Y related by a linear 
map. Special cases include the Karhunen-Loeve expansions 
and the sampling representations. Series expansions in a 
fairly general context have been considered in several papers 
[49]-[52]. Karhunen-Loeve expansions have been studied 
in [53]-[56], and sampling representations in [57]-[58]. 

2) Representations of the Karhunen Type: The following 
elegant result is due to Karhunen [ 1351, and it unifies the 
two types of representations A) and B). Suppose the co- 
variance function of a second-order process admits a bilinear 
expansion of the form 

R(t,s) = EX,X, = 
s 

4(bw(4MW. cw 
A 

Then there exists a process {Y,, 2 E A} such that 

x, = s &tA dK (2.9) 
A 

and Y has the orthogonality property EdY, dFA, = 6,,+(dA). 
Representations of the Karhunen type are obviously of 

type A). They are also of type B) because one can take # 
to be the space of functions on A square integrable with 
respect to CL, take (Q,$) to be equal to j,, $(A)$(@(dA), 
and take V, = +(t;). We then have a representation of 
type W. 

The two best-known special cases are the Karhunen- 
Loeve expansion, which stems from Mercer’s theorem 

R(4s) = c M t>6”(s>? S, tET (2.10) 
n 

where the 4” are the eigenfunctions of the kernel R, and the 
spectral representation, which comes from Bochner’s 
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theorem for stationary covariance functions, cont inuous Markov process with 

R(t - s) = 
s 

m  exp [i2nA(t - s)] dF(A). (2.11) 
-cc 

Generalizations of the spectral representation can be  made  
to processes which are not stationary, and  these have been 
considered in [59], [60]. 

YE; E(-&+A - x, I x,> = m (m) 

y; ; ECW,+A - X,)2 1  X,] = a”(X,,t). 

3) Canonical Representat ions (Filtered W h ite Noise) : 
G iven a  second-order process, under  what condit ions can it 
be  represented as the output of a  causal and  causally in- 
vertible l inear filter with a  white noise input? For stationary 
processes a  complete answer is given by the Paley-Wiener 
condition, viz., a  necessary and sufficient condit ion is that 
the spectral density function (which must exist) satisfy 

Then under  quite general  condit ions X, can be  represented 
as the unique solution to the stochastic differential equat ion 
w91, [1321 

dX, = m(X,,t) dt + a(X,,t) dY, 

where Y, is a  Brownian motion (Wiener process). Haddad 
[23] considered some processes of this type in connect ion 
with Barrett-Lampard expansions (c.f. some similar results 
in [147]). s m  b ‘(.f)l d f < co 

-m1+f2 . 
(2.12) 

The  filter involved can be  specified by a  factorization of 
S(e). This problem can be  general ized in a  number  of ways, 
the three most important ones being a) to allow nonsta- 
tionary processes, b) to allow more than one white noise 
input, and  c) to allow vector-valued processes. Results 
pertaining to these generalizations are reported in [61]-[65]. 

4) State-Equation Representations: An important special 
case of 3) is to represent a  vector-valued process Xt by a  
pair of equat ions 

$2, = A(t)Z, + B(t)Y, 

and  

x, = c(t)z(t) (2.13) 

where the components of Y, are uncorrelated white noise 
processes. Results along these lines are of vital importance 
in recursive linear estimation and linear control, and  im- 
portant contributions have been made  by Anderson et al. 
[61] and  by Geesey and Kailath [63], [64]. 

5) Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space Representat ions 
(RKHS): Let {X,, t E T} be  a  second-order process with 
covariance function R(t,s) = EX,x,. It turns out that there 
exists a  representation of type B) with the following charac- 
teristics: a) 2  is a  space of functions on  T; b) for each t, 
R(t;) E &“; c) (R(t;),R(s;)) = EX,x,. That is, the family 
of vectors {V,, t E T} which represent {X,, t E T} is just 
{R(t, *), t E T}. RKHS representations were made  popular 
by Parzen [140]. Campbel l  [SO] discussed the relation 
between RKHS representations and series expansions. 
Kailath et al. [66] derived the form of the RKHS inner 
product for processes which admit state equat ion representa- 
tions (2.13). Kailath and his co-workers have written a  
series of papers, some not yet published, on  the applications 
of RKHS representations to estimation and detection prob- 
lems. The  details of these applications, however, are a  little 
beyond the scope of this survey (see, e.g., [67]). 

6) It8 Equation Representations: The  representations 
discussed in l)-5) are all linear. An important nonl inear 
representation is the following. Let {X,, t 2 to} be a  sample- 

III. MARTINGALES AND ALL THAT 

A stochastic process {X,, t E T} is said to be  a  martingale 
if 

with probability 1  for all s I t. 
(3.1) 

At first glance, it may seem rather surprising that processes 
of such a  very special type should have extensive applications 
in stochastic problems of systems theory. I think there are 
two basic reasons’ for this. F irst, we shall see that martin- 
gales arise naturally whenever one needs to consider con- 
ditional expectations with respect to increasing information 
patterns. Second, a  recently developed calculus of martin- 
gales provides us with a  powerful analytical tool for deal ing 
with such conditional expectati0ns.l 

Let FGt be  a  collection of events representing the known 
information at time  t. Mathematically, g-t is a  o  field of 
events. In practice, 9, is typically the collection of events 
generated by one or more stochastic processes up  to time  t. 
Now, let {F6,, t E T} be  a  family of such information collec- 
tions. W e  shall always assume that (9,) is increasing, i.e., 
t 2  s =z. Ft 2  FGs. In other words, we shall only deal 
with those situations in which information is cumulative. 
A process {X,, t E T} is said to be  “adapted” to {pt, t E T} 
if, for every t, X, is completely determined by F-t. In math- 
ematical terms, X, is g-r measurable for each t E T. This 
implies that E(X, I FGt) = X,, for each t. W e  can now define 
X, as a  martingale with respect to {F”,, t E T} if 

E(X, 1  9J = A!,, with probability 1  for every t 2  s. 
(3.2) 

Every martingale in the sense of (3.2) is necessari ly a  mar- 
tingale in the sense of (3.1), but a  martingale in the sense of 
(3.1) need not be  a  martingale in the sense of (3.2) for every 
{Ft} to which it is adapted. The  terminologies “{X,, Ft, 

’ The concept  of condit ional expectat ion as a  random variable is of 
crucial importance to our subsequent  discussion. Readers not already 
familiar with this concept  can find this topic d iscussed in some detail 
in [126] or [129]. 
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t E T} is a martingale” and “X, is an 9, martingale” are 
also often used. 

Henceforth, we shall always assume T to be an interval, 
say, 0 I t I 1. Condition (3.2) is equivalent to a pair of 
conditions : 

{X,, t E T} is adapted to {%-,, t E T} 

E(dXt I %J = 0, for every t E (0,l). 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

(In martingale calculus, differentials dX, are always defined 
by forward differences: dX, = X,,,, - X,, dt > 0.) 

Although everything that we are going to say has a 
natural and interesting generalization to discontinuous mar- 
tingales, technical difficulties are m inimized by restricting 
ourselves to sample-continuous processes. It also simplifies 
matters to assume that the increasing families {%-,, 0 I 
t 5 l} are always continuous in the sense that 

p-t = f-j %s S>f 

% -, = CT u %s 
( 1 S<f 

where a( .) denotes the 0 field generated by the quantity 
within the parentheses. These technicalities, though im- 
portant in ascertaining the precise results that can be ob- 
tained, will not play much of a role at the level of our 
rather intuitive discussion. 

Historically, early mathematical interest in martingales 
centered around the martingale convergence theorem and 
martingale inequalities. Neither was of much interest in 
applications because their roles were primarily to facilitate 
proofs and not to facilitate calculations. The new interest 
in martingales among applications-oriented people is due 
to a large and highly interconnected body of recent results 
which have made martingale calculus an important analyt- 
ical tool. I think that one can identify the following com- 
ponents in this body of results: 

1) decomposition of a process into the sum of a martin- 
gale and a process of bounded variation; 

2) quadratic variations of martingales; 
3) stochastic calculus; 
4) representation of martingales as stochastic integrals; 
5) how martingales change under a change in probability 

law. 

For each of these topics I shall give a brief exposition 
combined with a survey of the relevant literature. Somewhat 
lengthy examples are also included. Although I think that 
these examples are interesting and useful in explaining 
details, they may be skipped for better continuity on the 
first reading. 

A. Decomposition 
Let {X,, 0 I t I l} be a process, not necessarily adapted 

to {%t, 0 I t I l} and not necessarily a martingale. Define 
2, = E(X, 1 %J and construct a process B, by setting 

dB, = E(dX, I % t). (3.4) 

Because {%“t} is increasing, we can apply the role of iterated 
conditional expectation (see, e.g., [129]), and find 

E @ %  I @ -J = E{CEK+,, I % -t+d - Wh I @ --,>I I % r> !’ 
= EK,,, I%2 - EV, I %J 
= dB,. 

Therefore, X, - B, = M , is a martingale with respect to 
{%f}. The most useful cases are those where the resulting 
process B is of bounded variation. In such cases X, is the 
sum of a martingale and a process of bounded variation, 
and such a process will be called a semi-martingale.2 

If we take % t = 0(X,, 0 I z 5 t), then d&f, = dX, - 
E(dX, I X,, 0 I z I t) represents the new information in 
dX,. For this reason the martingale M , is often called the 
innovations process for X,. Innovations processes and their 
many applications have been developed by Frost and 
Kailath [76], [83], [121]. ii 

Example 3.1: Let 5, = S, + qr, where S, is a process 
satisfying 

s 

1 
EIS,I dt < 00 

0 

and qt is a Gaussian white noise independent of S. We can 
set 

t x, = 
s 

5, dz 
0 

s 

t 
y,’ vr dz. 

0 

Then 

s 

f 
x, = S, dz + r, 

0 

and Y, is now a Brownian motion process. Now, define the 
following information fields : 

xt k a(X,, z I t) 

gt = a(r,, z I t) 

% t = a(X,, Y,, z < t) 

= a(& Y,, z < t) 

and consider the decomposition of the X, process with 
respect to each of the families. We note that Y, is an 9, 
martingale and a g* martingale, but not an X, martingale. 

a) {%t}: 8, = E(X, I %J = X, 

dB, = E(dX, I 9,) 

= E(S, I %J dt + E(dY, I %J 

= S, dt. 

* We follow Meyer [94] in our use of the term “semi-martingale.” 
It is more or less equivalent to the “quasi-martingale” of Fisk [130] 
and the “F-process” of Orey [139]. However, it should not be con- 
fused with the “semi-martingale” and “lower semi-martingale” of 
Doob [129], which are now almost universally referred to as “sub” 
and “super” martingales. 
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Hence M , = Y, and  

s 

f 
x, = S, dz + r, 

0 

is already the decomposit ion with respect to (Ft}. 

b) {.Z2}: 8, = X, 

dB, = E(dX, 1  2-J 

= E(S, 1  X,) dt + E(dY, I % ‘3 

Note that we have used the rule of iterated conditional 
expectation (see, e.g., [129]). If we define 5, as E(S, I L!TJ, 
then 

s 

f 

M , = X, - s^, dz 
0 

must be  an  % ‘t martingale. W e  have already ment ioned that 
the process M , is called the innovations process for X,. It 
will turn out that M , is a  Brownian motion process. 

4  PA: 2, = EGG I gu,) 
dB, = E(S, I g/3 dt 

= (ES,) dt. 
Hence 

s t 2 , - ES, dz = M , 
0 

is a  C!/4/t martingale. It is easy to show that in this case M , is 
equal  to Y,, so that the conclusion is indeed true. 

B. Quadratic Variation 
Let {M,, F-t, 0  5  t < l} be  a  sample-cont inuous second- 

order martingale and consider the decomposit ion of X, = 
M ,’ with respect to {g-,}. Here, 8, = X, and  

dB, = E(dX, I LFJ 

= El?%,, - M t2 I F”,l 
= El@ft+dt - 4)’ I F tl + 2312 [W, +-c,t - M tNft I g”,l 
= E[(dMJ2 1  F”,]. (3.5) 

If we take B, = 0, then, because X, - B, is a  martingale, 
EB, = E(X, - X0) = E(M, - MO)‘. 

Since B, is nondecreasing (dB, 2  0), EB, = 0  implies 
EB, = 0, which implies M , = M O , for each t. Therefore, 
for a  sample-cont inuous second-order martingale which is 
not a  constant, the increasing process B, is always positive. 
W e  shall denote the increasing process associated with a  
cont inuous second-order martingale M , by (M,M),. If 
M t and  Nt are two Ft martingales, then M t + Nt and  
M t - Nt are both gGt martingales, and  we can define the 
product-variation process (M,N), by 

(M,N), = f[(M + N, M  + N), - (A4 - N, M  - N),]. 
(3.6) 

An important characterization of (M,M), is that it can 
be  constructed by partitioning the interval [O,t] with a  
sequence of partitions {t,(“)} which refines to zero suffi- 
ciently rapidly and  by comput ing 

(M,M), = lim  c [M(t,(‘$J - M(t,(“))12. (3.7) 
n-tee Y 

Now suppose, as often happens,  M , is a  martingale with 
respect to two different families of CT fields, {gt} and  (9,); 
then the construction (3.7) shows that (M&V), is an  in- 
trinsic property of M , (i.e., is independent of the (r fields), 
even though the definition (3.5) makes use of {Ft}. W e  
note that (3.7) makes precise the notion that (dM,)2 N 
d(M,M),, which interestingly enough is nonnegligible. 
Since M t is sample continuous, (3.7) shows that it cannot be  
of bounded variation. 

If X, is a  sample-cont inuous semi-martingale, X, = 
B, + M ,, where B, is of bounded variation, M , is a  mar- 
tingale, and  both are sample continuous, then it is easy to 
show 

c [X<t!“!A - W ,(“))12 n-m’ W ,M),. (3.8) v 
In other words, the quadratic variation of X, is the same 
as that of M ,, with B, contributing nothing to it. This has 
interesting consequences,  as the following example shows. 

Example 3.2: Take the situation of example 3.1 with 

s 

f 
x, = S, dz + r,. 

0 

Decomposit ion with respect to {Ft} and  {Xt} yields 
f f 

x, = 
s 

S, dz + r, = 
s 

s, dz + M , 
0 0 

where 9, = E(S, I .!Zt). Equation (3.8) shows that (Y,Y), = 
(M,M),. Since Y, is a  Brownian motion process independent 
of S,, we have 

d( Y,Y), = E[(dYJ’ I S,, y,, z I t] = dt. 

Hence, (M,M), = t. Later we will show that this implies 
that M , is a  Brownian motion. This result was derived by 
Frost [121] and  by Kailath [87]. 

Results on  quadratic variation for Gaussian processes 
were derived by Baxter [128] quite independently of any 
consideration of martingales. Baxter’s theorem was used by 
Slepian in his well-known work on  singular Gaussian detec- 
tion [142]. The  observation that the martingale com- 
ponents of two different decomposit ions of the same process 
must have the same quadratic variation was explicitly made  
by Wong  [96]. The  quadratic variation of r ight-continuous 
martingales has been studied by Doleans [69]. 

C. Stochastic Calculus 
Let (M,, F’t, 0  I t I 1  } be  a  sample-cont inuous martin- 

gale. Let {& 0  I t I I} be  a  process adapted to {F-,, 
0  I t I l} such that 

s 

1  
4,” d(M,M), < co with probability 1. (3.9) 

0 
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One can define the stochastic integral JA c$, d&it by definition as 

s 
’ 4, dM, = lim  c &@“[M,l”ll - M tY(“)] (3.10) 

0 n-cc Y 

for a suitable sequence of partitions (t,(“)} of the interval 
[O,l]. We note that this definition is consistent with our 
interpretation of dM, as a forward difference. 

A more interesting way of looking at stochastic integrals 
is to consider them as transformations of martingales into 
martingales, or more naturally as local martingales into 
local martingales. What, then, are local martingales? Let 
{M,, 0 I t I l} be a sample-continuous process adapted 
to {%,, 0 < t I 11. Define 

s 
’ $J, dX, = ’ 4, dB, + 1 4, dM, 

0 s 
(3.16) 

0 s 0 

where sh 4, dBS is a Stieltjes integral and Jh 4, dM, is a 
stochastic integral. One of the most important tools of 
stochastic calculus is the transformation rule for local semi- 
martingales which can be stated as follows: Let X = 
(~I,~,,- * - ,X,) be a vector-valued process, the components 
of which are continuous local semi-martingales. Let f(x,t) 

be a complex-valued function twice continuously differen- 
tiable with respect to the components of x (including m ixed 
partials), and once with respect to t. Then 

Z,(W) = m in {t: IMt(o)l 2 n}. (3.11) f(XJ> = f(X,,O) + 
We say that3 M  is an % t local martingale if, for every ~1, 

1’ f<Xd> ds + T  1’ fi(XsJ> dxis 
0 0 

M m in(t,r,) is an %-t martingale.4 In other words, every 
truncated version of M  is a martingale. The quadratic + i C [ fij(xSJ> d<Mi,Mj)s (3.17) 

hJ 0 
variation process of a local martingale can be defined by 

where 
(MA >t = h <Main (t,r,),Mmin (t,d (3.12) 

“-.a, 

and the product variation process (M,N) can again be 
defined using (3.6). 

Now, denote by &reloC the collection of all sample-con- 
tinuous local martingales with respect to the same family 
{%“t, 0 I t I l}, such that they vanish at t = 0. Let 
ME A,oc and let {c$~, 0 I t I l} be adapted to {%,, 
0 I t < 1} and satisfy (3.9). Then, the stochastic integral 

f,!T f.2 
at’ ’ axi ' 

and M i denotes the local martingale component of Xi. 
The outline of stochastic calculus just given is based on 

the material in the now famous paper of Kunita and 
Watanabe [136], who generalized Ito’s original results on 
stochastic integrals with respect to Brownian motion pro- 
cesses. Equation (3.17), in particular, is a generalization of 
the famous differention rule of Ito [ 1331. 

Example 3.3: Suppose (M,, % t, 0 I t < l} is a sample- 
continuous martingale with (M,M), = t. We shall show 
that M  must be a Brownian motion and, for each t, 

Wt+s - M ,, s 2 0} is independent of %-r. To show this, 
takef(M,) = exp (iuM,). Then 

Z, = 
s 

t $,dM, 
0 

defines a local martingale which is uniquely determined by 
the property 

V,V, = 
s 

‘4, d<M,Y), (3.13) 
0 

for every YE JZloC. We note that (3.13) implies 

<Z&f), = 
s 

* 4, &M&f), (3.14) 
0 

<Z,Zh = s * 4, &M,Z), 
0 

= 
s 

’ 4, d<ZM >, 
0 

= 
s 

t +S2 d(M,M),. (3.15) 
0 

exp (iuM,) - 1 = 
s 

f 
iu exp (iuM,) dM, 

0 

s 

t 
-3 u2 exp (iuM,) ds. 

0 

The martingale property of the stochastic integral term 
implies that 

E(exp (iuM,) I % t,) = exp (iuM,,) 

s 

f 
- +M’ E (exp (iu M ,) 1 B,,) ds 

which can be solved for E(exp (iuM, 1 %J to yield 

We say X = B + M  is a local semi-martingale if B is of E(exp (iuM,) I %J = exp [iuM,,) exp (-3u2(t - to>] 

bounded variation and M  is a local martingale. For a local 
semi-martingale X, the integral i: $, d/Y, has a natural 

or 

E[exp [iu(M, - M ,,)] ) %-J = exp [-+u2(t - to>] 
3 From this point we write M  interchangeably with Mt. 
4 Local martingales which are not sample continuous can also be 

which proves the assertion. Returning to the innovations 
defined (see [94], [1381), but not quite so simply. process M  studied in examples 3.1 and 3.2, we see that M  
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must be  a  Brownian motion process since it is a  sample- 
cont inuous martingale with (M,M), = t. 

Example 3.4: Take X, = M , -- &(M,M), and  F(X,) = 
ext. Then  

t 
I+ - 1  =  

s 
exs dX, + + 

0 s 

f 
exS d(M,M), 

0 

s 

f 
= exs dM,. 

0 

In other words, 2, = exp (M, - +(M,M),) is a  solution to 
the equat ion 

s 

t 
z, = 1  + Z, dM,. 

0 

In fact, Doltans-Dade [70] has proved that it is the only 
solution. (See also [124].) It follows that 2  must be  a  local 
martingale. It turns out that {Z,, 0  4  t I l} is a  martin- 
gale if and  only if EZ, = 1. 

D. Representat ion of Local Martingales 
Let {IV,, 0  I t I 1  } be  a  Brownian motion process and 

let (%-,, 0  I t I l} be  generated by W . This means that 
% t = a(W,, z I t), and every event in 8, can be  expressed 
in terms of {IV,, r I t }. Under these condit ions one can 
show that every %-, local martingale is of the form 

Z, = Z, + 
s 

’ C#J, d  W ,. (3.18) 
0 

This very important result can be  inferred from works of 
Ito [134], Kunita and W a tanabe [136], and  Clark [68]. 

The  preceding result can be  general ized as follows. Sup- 
pose now {X,, 0  I t I l} is a  local semi-martingale which 
generates {%“,, 0  < t I l}. Let X have a  decomposit ion 
X = B + W  with respect to {%t}, where B is of bounded 
variation, W  is a  Brownian motion, and  both are adapted 
to {%t}. Then, every % “lt local martingale is again of the 
form given by (3.18). This recent result is due  to Fujisaki et 
al. [77]. It has been conjectured (probably first by Kailath, 
cited by Frost in [121]) that in fact {IV, - IV,, 0  I s I t } 
and  {X, - X0, 0  I s I t } generate the same information, 
i.e., the same G  field, for every t. This result, if true (it 
almost certainly is under  quite general  conditions), is much 
stronger than the representation (3.18) and  will be  important 
in many applications. (This result, under  suitable conditions, 
has been proved by Clark [ 1511.) 

Example 3.5: Suppose that X and Y are two semi-martin- 
gales, representing the state and the observation for a  
dynamical system, which satisfy equat ions of the form 

s 

f 
x, = X, ds + M , 

0 

s 

f 
y,’ X, ds + W , 

0 

where X0 = Y, = 0. Let % , = o(X,,M,,W,; 0  2  s I t) 
and  g, = o(Y,, s < t). W e  assume M , and W , are % “lt 

martingales and IV, is also a  Brownian motion. F inally, let 
2, denote E(X, I g’,). W e  note that 8, and  Y, are 9/t semi- 
martingales with representations 

s 

f 

x, = 2, ds + M , 
0 

s 

f 

r,= r?, ds + pr. 
0 

Since fi, is a  gy, local martingale it must be  of the form 

s 

f 
Ia, = K, dfiS. 

0 

To find K,, we use the transformation rule on  the gt local 
semi-martingale g,Y, and  on  the %* local semi-martingale 
X,Y, and  find 

X,y, = 1; X, dY, + 1; r, dX, + (M,W),. 

Since ztYt = E(X,Y, I g/,), we have 

E(d(%Yt) I gt) = W W J ’J I gt> 
which yields 

8,E(dY, I g/3 + Y,E(d$ I g/,) + Kt dt 

= EGG dK I g/3 + Y,W X , I gy,) + E[&M,JO, I qtl. 
Since dY, = X, dt + d W ,, we obtain 

2,’ dt + K, dt = E(Xt2 I gyt) dt + E[d(M,W), 1  gyt] 

or 

K, = E[(X, - X,>’ I gt] + E it <M,W), I g/t . I 
This example solves a  simple form of the recursive filtering 
problem. 

E. Change in Probability Measure 
Let fi be  a  basic space and %  a  collection of events. W e  

assume that %  satisfies the axioms of a  r~ field, viz., closure 
under  Boolean set operat ions and sequential lim its. Let 9  
and PO be two probability measures on  % . W e  are interested 
in how processes on  (Q,%) behave under  the two different 
probability measures. Such questions arise naturally in 
many situations, the most familiar one  to communicat ion 
theorists being signal detection. In a  detection problem, we 
have the following situation: {X,, 0  I t I r} is a  process 
representing our observation, %  is a  collection of events 
generated by X, and  9  and 8, are probability measures on  
%  corresponding to X being “signal plus noise,” or “noise 
only,” respectively. 

W e  say B is absolutely cont inuous with respect to PO if 
B,(A) = 0  implies 9(A) = 0, for every A in % . This 
situation is denoted by 9  << PO, a  notation suggested by 
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the fact that if go(A) = 0, then B(A) cannot be bigger. If 
B and 8, are mutually absolutely continuous, then we 
shall say %  and PO are equivalent (written B - PO). If 
B << PO, then the celebrated theorem of Radon-Nikodym 
states that there exists a nonnegative random variable A on 
(R,%) such that 

P(A) = 
s A(w)po(do) (3.19) 

A 

for every event A in % . The random variable A is called 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative (of %  with respect to go) 
and is denoted by dP/dPo. It is also a generalization of the 
likelihood ratio encountered in statistics, and we shall call 
it the likelihood ratio. If %  is generated by a stochastic 
process {X,, 0 < t < l}, then A must be a functional of 
(X,, 0 I t 5 l}; i.e., A(w) = f(X,(o), 0 5 t 5 1). A ques- 
tion important in practice is to determine this functional. 
Here, martingale theory plays an important role. 

Let %  = 0(X,, 0 < s 5 1) and %* = 0(X,, 0 5 s 5 t). 
We shall assume B - PO. Denote by E. expectation with 
respect to 8,. Then 

the rules for taking conditional expectation with respect to 
two probability measures, we have 

Hence, {Z,, %-t, 0 I t 5 l} being a local martingale under 
B is equivalent to {Z,A,, % ;t, 0 5 t I l} being a local mar- 
tingale under 8,. Because of the transformation rule (3.17), 
we have 

Z,A, = Z, + 1; Z, d/i, + 1; As dZ, + (Z,A),. 

Since PO Z, dA, + Z, is already a local martingale, this 
implies that 

s 

f 
As dz, + C-W>, 

0 

is a local martingale. If A is given by (3.23) and (3.24), then 

(.&A>, = 
s 

’ A, d(Z,M >, 
0 

A, = Eo[A I % ,I (3.20) so that Z,A, being a B, local martingale implies that 
defines a martingale with respect to (%O,{%^f}). If, with 
respect to PO, X is a Brownian motion, then the representa- s 

'&[dZ, + &-CM),1 
tion result we quoted in the last section implies that 0 

is a PO local martingale. Thus we have the following result. 
At = 1 + 

s 
’ 4, dX, (3.21) Let {Z,, % ,, 0 I t < l} be a continuous %  local martin- 

0 gale and let 

for some $. If we set q5, = $,A, and 

M , = 
s 

’ $, dX, (3.22) 
0 

then (3.21) becomes 

A, = 1 + 
s 

’ A, dM,. (3.23) 
0 

The results outlined in example 3.4 now imply that A must 
have the form 

4 = exp CM, - SW,MM 

= exp (3.24) 

E, ($ I % t) = exp(M, - ‘2 (M,M),). (3.26) 

Then 
Z, + (ZM), = K (3.27) 

is a local martingale with respect to (PO,{%,}). We note 
that since terms of bounded variation do not contribute to 
quadratic variation or product variation, we have 

(ZW, = <X&O, (3.28) 

under either probability. Therefore, our results can also be 
stated as follows. If X is a 8, local martingale and %  is 
specified by (3.26), then 

Z = Xt - (XJO, (3.29) 

What has been shown is that the likelihood ratio of any is a B local martingale. The preceding result is a generaliza- 
probability measure equivalent to the Wiener measure must tion of a theorem due to Girsanov [131], who dealt with 
have the exponential form given by (3.24). It remains only the special case where X is a stochastic integral with respect 
to give an interpretation of the process $. Before interpreting to some Brownian motion under PO. This generalization 
$, we must digress a moment and consider how martingales appears to be new and is being published here for the first 
under S and PO are related. time. 

Let B - PO on (Q,%). Let (%-,, 0 I t I l} be an in- The development leading to (3.24) showed that if under 
creasing family in % , and define as before P0 {X,, 0 I t < l} is a Brownian motion process (Wiener 

process), then any probability measure B which is ab- 

A, = E, ($f$%t). (3’25) 
solutely continuous with respect to PO on 8 = a(X,, 
0 _< s I 1) must be of a form specified by 

Suppose (Z,, % t, 0 5 t < 1 } is a sample-continuous local dB 
martingale under 9’; what is it like under PO? First, under z = exp 0 

( j-’ II/, dXs - ; 1’ $s2 ds) . 
0 
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Take M , = & $, dX,, so that (3.29) becomes 

X, - 
s 

’ II/, ds = Z,. 
0 

Now suppose 2, is a  local martingale under  8. If it is a  
martingale, then we have 

E(dX, 1  9-J - i+bt dt = E(dZ, 1  FJ = 0  (3.30) 

which specifies $. 
Example 3.6: Consider a  detection situation where the 

observation consists of either a  signal plus a  Gaussian white 
noise or a  Gaussian white noise only. W e  can avoid the 
technical difficulties associated with white noise by consider- 
ing the integrated version of the observation process. Let 
{X,, 0  I t < l} be  the integrated observation process. Let 
9  and 8, be  two probability measures such that under  So, 
1, is a  Brownian motion; and  under  9, X, - r. S, dz is a  
Brownian motion. Let 8” and 8,” denote the restrictions 
of B and PO to X = 0(X,, 0  I s < 1). Suppose we assume 
P’” N 8,“. What  is d~xld.Pox? W e  note from (3.24) we 
must have 

d9”” ~ = exp 
dBoX 

$, dX, - ; 1’ $s2 ds) 
0 

and from (3.30) we have 

$, dt = E(dX, 1  X,) = E(S, dt 1  X,) = St dt 

provided we assume that under  9  the future of the noise is 
independent of the past of the observation (surely a  reason- 
able assumption). It follows that 

di??” 
dcc9’oX - ev $, dt - ; 

where 3, = E(S, 1  X,, z I t). This very well-known result 
relates estimation and detection in a  very neat way; and  is 
due, in the first instance, to Sosulin and  Stratonovich [ 1451, 
who derived it for a  restricted class of signals. Ma jor steps 
in general izing this result were taken by Duncan [72]-[74] 
and  Kailath [89]-[90]. A martingale approach to the prob- 
lem, first suggested by the work of Kunita and W a tanabe, 
was effectively exploited by Duncan [73]. The  full generality 
of the result was first suggested by Kailath [87]. O ther 
results on  this topic can be  found in [80]-[82], [91]. 

I have restricted the discussion thus far to sample- 
cont inuous martingales. Many of the results can be  extended 
to martingales which may have discontinuities, especially 
in those cases where “{F”,} has no  fixed points of discon- 
tinuities” [136]. From a  practical point of view such exten- 
sions are of great importance because point processes and 
discrete-state processes arise frequently in practice. Results 
pertaining to those processes are discussed in [97]-[108]. 
Frost [121], Snyder [107], [lOS], and  others [106], [118] 
have obtained results for discontinuous processes concern- 
ing innovations processes and likelihood ratio formulas. A 
recent dissertation of Brtmaud [ 1181 considered estimation, 
detection, mode ling, and  some optimization problems in- 
volving point processes, all in the context of martingale 

theory. Although the power of the martingale approach as 
developed by Kunita and W a tanabe [136] and  by Doleans- 
Dade and Meyer [71] is yet to be  fully exploited, this 
situation is not likely to remain for long in view of the 
number  of talented workers active in the field. 

IV. RANDOM FIELDS 

The topic of random fields does not really deserve a  
special section on  the basis of the number  of results that 
have been obtained. It is being treated in a  separate section, 
first because it does not seem to fit anywhere else, and  
second because it gives us an  opportunity to look at the 
broad spectrum of activities and see how many can be  
general ized or mod ified to include random fields. By a  
random field I shall mean  a  family of random variables 
{X,, t E T} where the parameter space T  is mu ltidimen- 
sional. In contrast, we have taken stochastic processes to 
mean  families of random variables with a  one-dimensional 
parameter space. The  difference in parameter space man-  
ifests itself in two important ways : through the geometry of 
T  and through the ordering property of T. Thus one expects 
that the generalization of results which depend on  one or 
the other of these two properties would be  both interesting 
and difficult. On  the other hand, the generalization of results 
which involve neither geometry nor ordering can be  expected 
to be  quite straightforward. 

Examples in “representations” illustrate these points 
rather well. The  spectral representation is associated with 
stationarity, which in turn is associated with the geometry 
of the real line, viz., translation invariance. Spectral repre- 
sentation for random fields not only exists but is far more 
interesting because the variety of invariances for the param- 
eter space is much richer. Here it is not the dimensionality 
which matters but the geometric structure. Spectral repre- 
sentations of random fields have been treated fairly ex- 
haustively (see, e.g., [148]). On  the other hand, the repre- 
sentation of a  process as a  white noise filtered by a  causal 
and  causally invertible filter involves the well-ordered 
property of the time  parameter. There appears to be  no  
natural generalization of such representations, nor of spec- 
tral factorization. F inally, the Karhunen-Loeve expansion 
makes no  specific reference to either the geometry or the 
ordering of the parameter space. Thus except for the 
difficulty of solving the associated integral equation, gen- 
eralization to the mu ltiparameter case is relatively trivial. 

O f those properties of stochastic processes which depend 
on  the ordering of the parameter, two particularly important 
ones are the Markovian and martingale properties. It is 
interesting to note that their generalizations to the mu lti- 
parameter case have taken different routes. Although several 
ways of general izing the Markovian concept are possible, 
one  due to Levy has enjoyed the greatest interest. Starting 
with a  definition of the Markovian property as “condi- 
tional independence of the future and the past given the 
present,” Levy [137] identified the present as an  (n - l)- 
dimensional surface separat ing the n-dimensional parameter 
space into two parts which were identified as the past and  
the future. Markovian fields in Levy’s sense have been 
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studied by Wong [I 141, [115], who focused on the charac- 
terization of Gauss-Markov fields which are also stationary 
(with reference to a suitable geometry). Woods [117] has 
considered a modification of Levy’s definition for discrete- 
parameter fields. 

A simple way of generalizing the martingale concept to 
random fields is to define a partial ordering on the param- 
eter. For example, if the parameter space is the positive 
quadrant {z = (x,~), x,y 2 0}, an obvious partial order- 
ing is defined by 

A natural way in which such a partial ordering arises is to 
consider a martingale as the integral of white noise on a 
class of sets in an n-dimensional space and use set inclusion 
to induce a partial ordering. Such an approach has the 
additional advantage of connecting the concept of martin- 
gales to the way they are to be used. Although some 
preliminary results in this direction have appeared [109], 
[l 16],5 it is not yet clear at this point whether martingales 
and stochastic calculus will play the same fruitful role that 
they have for one-parameter processes. 

Other topics in random fields that have received attention 
include random surfaces [113], scattering [ill], Wiener 
processes [112], and likelihood ratios [ 1 lo], [112]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Early successes in the application of stochastic processes 
were often associated with the removal of one or both of 
the “dynamical” and the “probabilistic” aspects of the 
problem. For example, wide-sense stationarity gives rise to 
a frequency-domain (or spectral) analysis in which the 
dynamics all but disappear. Problems involving probability 
are often successfully transformed into problems of analysis 
by dealing with averages or with density functions. These 
approaches, though lim ited in one way or another, gave 
answers which were often in closed form. There has been 
a growing realization in recent years that for many problems 
the solution should explicitly exhibit the evolution of the 
system structure, of the various processes, and of the 
information pattern. One often prefers an algorithmic solu- 
tion, especially a recursive one, to a closed-form solution, 
even if the latter were possible. This dynamical approach to 
problems in stochastic processes, which started with the 
recursive linear filtering theory of Kalman and Bucy, has 
been given a powerful tool in the form of the martingale 
calculus that has been developed by Kunita and Watanabe 
and by Meyer and his co-workers. I think that this develop- 
ment has been a most important event which warrants the 
coverage that I have given it in this survey. 

The role of the likelihood ratio in detection problems is 
familiar to most of us. It is less widely recognized, however, 
that likelihood ratios can play a role in the study of sto- 
chastic processes similar to that of a probability density 

5 I do not want to include unpublished works in the References, 
especially those of my own. However, I shall be happy to make avail- 
able to any interested reader a technical report by M. Zakai and 
myself on this subject. 

function for a finite number of random variables. In either 
case one can evaluate an expectation by integrating with 
respect to a fixed-reference measure. In the case of a finite 
number of random variables, each of which possesses an 
absolutely continuous distribution function, the reference is 
the Lebesgue measure. For a process absolutely continuous 
with respect to a Wiener process (i.e., its probability law 
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Wiener measure), 
the reference is the Wiener measure. Of course, integrating 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure in R” is at least 
moderately easier than integrating with respect to the Wiener 
measure in a function space. However, the establishment of 
an exponential formula for the likelihood ratios as outlined 
in Section III cannot help but improve the situation. 

It may be useful to make explicit a number of open 
problems and new directions which were indicated in Sec- 
tions III and IV. 

1) How does the calculus of martingales generalize when 
the assumption of sample continuity is dropped, and how 
can the generalized technique be applied to problems in 
detection and filtering? As was mentioned earlier, a number 
of papers on this subject have already appeared, and to my 
knowledge several workers are currently active in the field. 
However, I have not yet seen the problems stated with the 
degree of generality that is possible, nor have the approaches 
exploited the full power of the martingale theory. In par- 
ticular, I believe that the crux of the matter is closely 
associated with the “Levy system” [136, p. 2281, which 
characterizes the discontinuous components of a martingale. 
Thus far, I have not seen this explored in connection with 
problems of filtering and detection. 

2) The innovations problem is crying out to be solved. 
We recall that, the innovations process associated with 
{X,, 0 5 t 5 t } is the martingale {M,} defined by 

dM, = dX, - E[dX, 1 A’,, 0 5 z I t]. 

The innovations problem can be stated as follows: Under 
what condition is every functional of (X,, 0 I t < T} 
necessarily representable as a functional of {M,, 0 I t I T}? 
In other words, when does {M,, 0 5 t 5 T} contain all 
the information contained in {X,, 0 I t I T}? 

3) By the use of likelihood ratios, we can often transform 
a process into a simpler process, at the cost of carrying 
along the likelihood ratio. If the form of the likelihood ratio 
is simple, this procedure may be an effective one. This idea 
has already been exploited for Wiener processes in connec- 
tion with stochastic control problems. There are many 
applications involving processes of other types (e.g., 
Poisson) for which this idea may be useful. 

4) An obvious application of random fields is to image 
processing problems. Thus far, however, results have been 
disappointing. Martingales with a partially ordered param- 
eter may yield simple expressions for likelihood ratios and 
an effective formulation of recursive estimation problems. 
Recursive processing in the sense of partial ordering may 
be of some importance in image processing. 

In conclusion, I think the period covered by this survey 
has been a most interesting one for those of us working on 
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the applications of stochastic processes. There have been 
some ma jor changes in directions and jumps in levels of 
mathematical sophistication which have left us a  little 
breathless. The  result has been a  closer interplay between 
pure and appl ied aspects of probability theory, a  greater 
interaction between information theorists and  control 
theorists, and  a  new approach to some important problems. 
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On Functionals Satisfying a Data-Processing 
Theorem  
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Abstraci-It is shown that the rate-distortion hound  (R(d) I C) 
remains true when -log x in the definition of mutual information is re- 
p laced by an  arbitrary concave (u) nonincreasing function satisfying 
some technical condit ions. Examples are given showing that for certain 
choices of the concave functions, the bounds  obtained are better than the 
classical rate-distortion bounds.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E start with a  rough and very short outline of the 
derivation of the rate-distortion inequality of in- 

formation theory Cl]-[3]. In order to simplify the represen- 
tation, we will base our exposition, in this section only, 
on  the case of finite-dimensional random vectors. Let 
(X, Y) be  a  pair of random n-vectors with a  joint probability 
density p(x,y). The  mutual information between the pair 


